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NOT RUNNING A HOSPITAL
THIS IS A BLOG BY A FORMER CEO OF A LARGE BOSTON HOSPITAL TO SHARE THOUGHTS ABOUT HOSPITALS, MEDICINE, AND HEALTH CARE ISSUES.
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A chip off the old block

When your father is Richard Corder, a fellow who spends a lot of his 
time helping hospitals become more patient-centric, you develop 
insights somewhat different from other 11-year-old girls.

Richard (hungry and sitting at the kitchen table, just about to bite into a 
tuna sandwich his wife has thoughtfully prepared):

“Ah, this is just what the doctor ordered.”

Carrie (sitting across from him):

“Shouldn't that be, this is what the patient really wants?”
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CareGroup

Children’s Hospital Boston

Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Harvard Vanguard Medical Associates

President and Fellows of Harvard College

Joslin Diabetes Center

Judge Baker Children’s Center

Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Partners HealthCare System

Members are Shareholders

RMF
MEMBER

CRICO 

Cayman
SHAREHOLDER



CRICO

• Controlled Risk Insurance Co.
(of the Harvard medical 
institutions) 

• 35 years’ proven success in 
data-driven risk management 
and patient safety

• Members

– 26 hospitals

– 100,000+ employees

– 12,500 physicians 

• 3,600 residents and 
fellows

CRICO STRATEGIES

• 15 years as a division of CRICO

• Building a national community 
of data-driven risk intelligence

– Comparative Data (CBS)

– Community of Learning

• Partners

– Healthcare organizations, 
captives, and insurers 
representing 500 hospitals and  
125,000 physicians

Protecting Providers - Promoting Safety

Together we represent more than 500 organizations and 
a database of more than 260,000 medical malpractice claims
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ANALYSIS
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error

Using analyzed data to effect change



Who wants more Accountability?



Todays Objectives

1. Learn that you cannot have accountability 
without clarity

2. Understand personal accountability and 
personal responsibility individually and 
collectively in the work place (and at home)

3. Create personal strategies for increased 
personal accountability

4. Culture, how you lead it and what you can do 
about it…

5. Have some fun







Objective #1

You cannot have 
accountability without 

clarity





Where are you heading?

“If you don’t know where 
you are going any road 

will get you there.”

Lewis Carroll



Take Home

Definition of Success



Objective #2

Understand personal accountability 
and personal responsibility 

individually and collectively in the 
work place (and at home)



The Re-frame

“I am responsible, self-empowered, and accountable 
for understanding the role, the task, the final 
deliverable, and the due dates.”

“It is up to me to be clear and successful in my role.”  

“If obstacles or conflicting priorities arise, it is still up 
to me to gain focus and create greater 
effectiveness. (Mindset)  No fault, no blame, no 
guilt.”



Before, during, and after

Before
RESPONSIBILITY— A “before the fact” mindset of 

personal ownership and commitment to a result.

During
SELF EMPOWERMENT— To take action and risk in 

order to ensure the achievement of the result.

After
ACCOUNTABILITY— A personal willingness “after 

the fact” to answer for outcomes produced.



Understanding Language



Personal Responsibility

A before the fact mindset of 
personal ownership and 
commitment to a result





“Individuals carry their 
success or failure with 

them; it does not depend 
on outside conditions.”

Ralph Waldo Trine

American Author

1856-1958





How much is up to you and 

how much is influenced by outside conditions?

On a Scale of 0-100%... 



85/15

50/50

75/25

60/40

100/055/45

70/30



Personal Responsibility – Take Homes

• Individual / collective clarity before beginning.  

• No “meetings after the meeting.”

• Strive for Clarity - Do not “rescue, fix or save” each 
other.

• Everyone has 100% available – make a choice.

• Roles are different - accountability is the same.

• Accountability has nothing to do with control.

• Define success.



Self Empowerment

Taking personal action and risk 
to ensure an agreed upon 

result



“Life is either a daring adventure or 

nothing at all.”

Helen Keller







Personal Accountability

A willingness, after the fact, to 
answer for the outcomes 

produced 



Personal Accountability – Take Homes

• Evaluate / After

• No Gossip

• No fault, no blame, no guilt.





Take Home #2

CLEAR

AGREEMENTS



Objective #3

Strategies for increased 
personal accountability



“You cannot mandate 
personal accountability, 

you can only 
demonstrate it.”

Linda Galindo

Author of “The 85% Solution”



Clear Agreement Form

• What is the TASK?

• What is the OUTCOME?

• What ACTIONS will I take?

• What are the BY WHEN’s?

• What are the STAKES?             



Looking Back to Go Forward

• What went wrong / right?

• What I learned:

• What I had to do to fix the problem:

• What I will do differently next time:



Look Back

What are you seeing?

What are you hearing?

Is it safe to ask, safe to speak up, safe to admit 
that you don’t know?







“The temptation to form 
premature theories upon 

insufficient data is the bane 
of our profession.”

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
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On assumptions…



Teamwork is in the Eye of the Beholder
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When asked about an environment of teamwork on their unit …



Get CLARITY

Why might this be difficult?

NOT Right

NOT Wrong

CLEAR



Take Home

Use the List

(or part of it)



___  Do I talk TO people, not ABOUT them

___  Do I meet-after-the-meeting

___  Do I use “Clear Agreements”

___  Do I OWN – “No Agenda – No Meeting”

___  Do I drive for clarity around roles and authority

___  Does leadership set and agree upon priorities 
(alignment, communication and trust)

___  Do I use the “looking back to go forward” worksheet?

1 = Poor
5 = Excellent

The List – Ask yourself:



___  Do I have a definition of success?

___  Is it clear and goal oriented?

___  Do I live - No “rescue, fix, and save”

___  Do I “look in the mirror”

___  Am I “Conflict competent”

___  Am I Transparent 1 = Poor
5  = Excellent

The List – Ask yourself:



Rescue

Fix

Save



Start Where People Are



Mentor 



Coach



Manage



Take Home

STOP Trying To Treat Everyone The Same

“…there's a mistaken notion that leaders and 
managers should treat all employees the 

same, in the name of equality…”

Linda Galindo



Lucian Leape, MD
Creating Joy, Meaning and Safer Healthcare

Can each person at Children's Hospital answer yes to these three 
questions every day?

1. Am I treated with dignity and respect by 
everyone?

2. Do I have what I need so I can make a 
contribution that gives meaning to my life?

3. Am I recognized and thanked for what I do?



Objective #4

Culture, how you lead it and 
what you can do about it…



Houston, we have a problem…



Do you really know what’s going on?



A shift in mind-set

• Responsibility – a before the fact mindset of 
personal ownership and commitment to a result

• Self-Empowerment – taking personal action 
and risk to ensure an agreed upon result

• Personal Accountability – a willingness, after 
the fact, to answer for the outcomes produced 





Data NOT HiPPOs

Listen to your data*, it’s telling you a story. 

A story about patient centeredness, 
employee focus, and how safe you are. 

By listening to the story and asking the right 
questions, you are positioned to write the 

next chapter. 
You are the accountable entity. 

How do you want the story to end?



Reflections

• Start by looking in the mirror

• Listen

• Get clarity

• Make friends

• Don’t over complicate





Thank you so very much!
Richard Corder

AVP CRICO Strategies

@richardcorder

@CRICOstrategies

rcorder@rmf.harvard.edu

W - 617-679-1550

M - 978-473-2872

H - 978-312-1713

mailto:rcorder@rmf.harvard.edu

